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Reading Response Journals 

 

As you read your book, you will maintain a reading response journal. This does not need to be a separate 

booklet.  You are free to use your notebook paper and staple your pages together at the end of the quarter.  

Below you will find the questions you will use for your response journal. Your response must include 

specific examples from the text.  You will complete five journal entries throughout the quarter and each 

entry will include your response to two questions of your choice.  You must use different questions for each 

entry.  Due date for journals will be announced in class.  

 

 Label each entry at the top of the page. Each entry will include a response to two separate questions. 

Begin each entry on a new sheet of paper. 

 Complete a total of five journals (10 questions) for your memoir. 

 These entries may be handwritten initially, but when they are turned in for credit, they must be typed, 

MLA style.  

 You must have a quote or paraphrase from you novel in each response and include a citation. Do your 

best to give equal attention to each question.  

 

QUESTIONS FOR RESPONSE JOURNAL  

Responses should be complete, concise, and supported with references to the text (page number).  Please 

include the question number in the left-hand margin of your journal.  

1. Describe the personality of the subject of the memoir.  Include examples from the story that support 

your description. 

2. Does the subject of the memoir change during the story?  If so, how are they different?  What changed 

them?   

3. Select a relatively important event in the book and describe why it was a turning point in the subject’s 

life?  What was it that the character decided or learned to do? 

4. State your opinion whether you like or dislike the subject(s) of the book.  Why do you feel this way? 

5. Does the subject ever do things you feel are wrong?  Explain. 

6. Did you like the subject of the memoir after reading it? Assess the subject’s strengths and weaknesses. 

7. How were the subject’s thoughts and feelings shown?   

8. Identify and explain the obstacles in the subject’s life.  How did they overcome these obstacles? Are 

they still trying to overcome them? Explain. 

9. Does the setting of the subject’s life make a difference in their actions, behavior, motivation? Explain 

the setting and the character’s reaction to it. 

10. Describe an interesting/important passage in the book. Tell about your reaction to the passage. 



11. What incident, problem, conflict, or situation does the author use to get the story started? 

Discuss a particular event in the book that used foreshadowing or flashbacks.   

12. What is the overall theme or message of your novel? Why was this person’s life interesting/important 

enough to write a book about it? 

 

 

Memoir Novel Selections 
Use the following links from goodread.com to find a memoir, or you can choose one 

you’ve wanted to read. You may check these books out from our library, a public 

library, or purchase them from a local bookstore or online. Memoirs are due in class 

on Friday, August 16, 2013. You must get your memoir approved by Mrs. Bart 

before you start reading.  

 

Main Link: 

http://www.goodreads.com/list/tag/memoir 

 

Sub-links from main page: 

http://www.goodreads.com/list/show/464.Favorite_memoirs_autobiographies?page=1 

http://www.goodreads.com/list/show/646.Humorous_Memoirs_and_Non_Fiction 

http://www.goodreads.com/list/show/281.Best_Memoir_Biography_Autobiography 

http://www.goodreads.com/list/show/184.Memoirs_by_Women 

http://www.goodreads.com/list/show/202.Memoirs_by_Men 

http://www.goodreads.com/list/show/555.A_Day_in_the_Life_Work_Memoirs 

http://www.goodreads.com/list/show/477.Best_Strange_and_Twisted_Memoirs 
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